24x7 managed security operations, powered by your Microsoft Security product portfolio

Worldwide, 76% of IT decision makers are facing critical skills gaps in their departments. Security teams are constantly understaffed and many lack the security expertise needed to quickly detect and identify threats before they lead to business disruptions. To help businesses better operationalize their tools without having to look for new skilled employees, Red Canary Managed Detection and Response (MDR) provides the staff and expertise needed to detect, investigate, and respond to threats across your Microsoft environment.

MDR BUILT FOR THE MICROSOFT ECOSYSTEM

Detect threats faster
Spot adversary activity earlier and reduce false positives with behavior-based analytics applied across your endpoints, cloud, and beyond.

Offload alert review and investigation
Send critical security telemetry and Microsoft alerts to experts who will separate signal from noise, notifying your team only when suspicious activity is confirmed.

Respond quickly and decisively
Go from alerts to action faster. Leverage automated playbooks and work side-by-side with incident handlers, receiving real-time guidance during incidents and ongoing coaching, as well as hands-on-keyboard support.

Add around-the-clock security
Benefit from MDR Everywhere: endpoints, network, cloud, SaaS applications, and beyond.
MDR enabled by Microsoft, executed by Red Canary

Microsoft provides the premium security technology foundation. Red Canary adds the human element and more to extend your security coverage.

- Receive automated and human-led response options to address the root cause and prevent future incidents.
- Augment your team with unlimited access to Red Canary’s subject matter experts.
- Get more value from the security tools you already own.
- Quickly understand a threat’s evolution and scope via Red Canary’s unified threat timeline.

CONTACT US AT INFO@REDCANARY.COM

QUANTIFY YOUR SECURITY IMPROVEMENTS:

96% reduction in noise.

3.8x increase in confirmed detections.

10x reduction in the mean time to respond.²

LEARN MORE

CONTACT US AT INFO@REDCANARY.COM

Managed Detection & Response (MDR)

24x7

Microsoft Sentinel

- Security Analytics (XDR)
- Threat Investigation & Intel
- Orchestration, Automation & Response (SOAR)
- Active & Managed Remediation

Endpoints
Identities
Email
Cloud

Defender for Endpoint
Defender for Identity
Defender for Office 365
Defender for Cloud Apps

Azure AD Identity Protection
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